Surgical Management of Symptomatic T8 Vertebral Hemangioma: Case Report and Review of the Literature

A 34-year-old female was admitted to the neurosurgery clinic with a history of back pain, poor quality of life and easy fatigability for the last 1.5 years. Her medical history revealed a fall from a height of 2 meters 1.5 years ago. Neurology examination revealed bilateral hypoesthesia below the T8 level and hyperactive deep tendon reflexes in her left leg. Computed tomography scan of the thoracic spine showed T8 vertebral hemangioma, and magnetic resonance imaging showed a T8 hemangioma compressing the spinal cord. Surgical intervention was planned and T8 total laminectomy was performed. The tumor extending into the anterior spinal cord was resected, and T8 vertebroplasty with short segment posterior stabilization and fusion was performed. We aimed to present a new treatment approach for symptomatic vertebral hemangiomas and reviewed the relevant literature.
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INTRODUCTION

Hemangiomas are one of the most common vertebral neoplasms. They are usually asymptomatic and discovered incidentally on radiographs acquired for other reasons (3, 15). The overall incidence in the general population is estimated to be between 9% and 12% (9, 10). They may sometimes cause pain that can be related to an osseous expansion or a pathological fracture, and neurological deficits that are caused by compression of the neural elements. Treatment is conservative for patients whose primary complaint is mild to moderate pain, whereas neurological deficits and intractable pain are indications for surgical and nonsurgical intervention. These include decompression, short segment posterior stabilization and fusion, corpectomy with strut grafting, vertebroplasty, intrasional ethanol injection, intraarterial embolization and radiotherapy (1,2, 4, 5, 12, 14, 16, 18, 19). We report a 34-year-old female who had T8 hemangioma and back pain for the last 1.5 years and was treated by T8 total laminectomy, removal of tumor extending into the anterior spinal cord, T8 vertebroplasty and short segment posterior stabilization and fusion. We aimed to present a new treatment approach for symptomatic vertebral hemangiomas and reviewed the relevant literature.

CASE REPORT

A 34-year-old female was admitted to the neurosurgery clinic with a history of back pain, poor quality of life and easy fatigability for the last 1.5 years. Her medical history revealed a fall from a height of 2 meters 1.5 years ago. Her symptoms had developed and worsened over time. The physical
examination was unremarkable. The neurology examination revealed bilateral hypoesthesia below the T8 level, and hyperactive deep tendon reflexes in her left leg. Computed tomography of the thoracic spine showed a T8 vertebral hemangioma (Figure 1). T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging revealed a T8 hemangioma compressing the spinal cord (Figure 2A,B). Spinal angiography was performed to evaluate the blood supply of the hemangioma and showed that it was supplied by the anterior spinal artery (Figure 3). Surgical intervention was planned and T8 total laminectomy was performed. The tumor extending into the anterior spinal cord was resected, and T8 vertebroplasty with short segment posterior stabilization and fusion was performed (Figure 4A,B). The patient was discharged on the 5th postoperative day and had no neurological deficit.

DISCUSSION

Vertebral hemangiomas are benign vascular lesions of the bone and can be cavernous, capillary, or mixed. Only a small percentage of vertebral hemangiomas progress to cord compression. No standard therapy exists for symptomatic vertebral hemangiomas. However, immediate surgical intervention before the symptoms become irreversible is necessary in cases with acute compressive myelopathy. Several surgical options are currently available for the management of symptomatic vertebral hemangiomas. They include surgical decompression, short segment posterior stabilization and

---

**Figure 1:** Computed tomography of thoracic spine showing T8 vertebral hemangioma.

**Figure 2:** A) Magnetic resonance imaging of thoracic spine (sagittal view) with contrast showing T8 hemangioma compressing the anterior spinal cord. B) Magnetic resonance imaging of thoracic spine (axial view) showing T8 hemangioma encasing the spinal cord.
fusion, and corpectomy with strut grafting. Surgery has some risks and dangers even when performed by highly skilled surgeons. Some mortality has been reported in the literature due to exsanguination during attempts to remove large soft tissue tumors in the ventral part of the vertebral body. Invasive but non-surgical modalities are also used as the tumor is highly vascular and the surgical approach is very risky. Invasive options of treatment for vertebral hemangiomas are injection of vertebroplasty cement, injection of absolute alcohol or methyl methacrylate, intraarterial embolization and radiotherapy. Some combined approaches have also been used to treat vertebral hemangiomas \(1,2, 4, 5, 12, 14, 16, 18, 19\).

Cotten et al. \(6\) performed laminectomy and excision of epidural hemangioma in combination with preoperative embolization and injection of methyl methacrylate, without using any instrumentation. Heiss et al. \(11\) reported a vertebral hemangioma treated by percutaneous CT-guided injection of absolute alcohol. Following vertebral injection of absolute alcohol, intrallesional thrombosis and destruction of the endothelium occurs. Injection of ethanol devascularizes the soft-tissue component of the hemangioma so the lesion shrinks and sclerosis occurs, decompressing the cord and nerve roots. Singh et al. combined intraoperative absolute alcohol with surgical decompression of the cord and short segment instrumented fixation for single-level vertebral hemangiomas with epidural soft tissue compression of the

**Figure 3:** Spinal DSA showing remarkable vascular stain of T8 hemangioma.

**Figure 4:** A) Postoperative x-ray spine of the thoracic region showing vertebroplasty and short segment posterior stabilization and fusion. B) Postoperative x-ray spine of the thoracic region showing vertebroplasty and short segment posterior stabilization and fusion.
cord. This technique provided the advantage of reducing the complications of ethanol by providing operative visualization, allowed immediate recovery due to surgical decompression and prevented pathological fractures (19). Niemeyer et al. (17) reported Brown-Sequard syndrome after intralesional injection of absolute alcohol into a vertebral hemangioma and concluded that intralesional alcohol injection could not be considered a safe technique for management of vertebral hemangiomas with spinal cord compression. Bradycardia and/or hypotension have also been reported during ablation of symptomatic vertebral hemangiomas with absolute alcohol (20).

Vertebral hemangiomas are generally well vascularized, and transarterial embolization may be required to facilitate surgery and decrease blood loss (9). Acosta et al. (1) performed transarterial embolization followed by laminectomy and concluded that it is a safe and effective procedure for the treatment of cord compression by vertebral hemangioma causing stenosis, without instability or deformity. They also performed transarterial embolization followed by vertebrectomy and reconstruction to treat cord compression from extraosseous tumor extension.

Percutaneous vertebroplasty is also used to treat painful hemangiomas of the thoracic and lumbar spine without neurological compromise. However, cement leakage may occur after vertebroplasty and more complicated surgery may be needed to remove any cement that has leaked (7). When there is no pathological fracture or neurological deficit and the hemangioma is located in the vertebral body away from the spinal canal, the risk of cement leakage is minimal. Due to the mechanical-thermal effects of the cement, there is a minimal risk of bleeding and the destruction of hemangioma occurs even if the tumor is not completely filled with cement. Patients tolerate the procedure well and the pain symptoms disappear quickly after surgery (4). Vertebroplasty can also be performed preoperatively to make decompression surgery easier because it reduces the risk of hemorrhage (13).

Faria et al. (8) reported complete or almost complete disappearance of the symptoms in seventy-seven percent of symptomatic vertebral hemangiomas after radiotherapy. Yang et al. reported that irradiation could be chosen as the primary treatment of vertebral hemangioma without preceding surgical decompression for patients with a severe compression syndrome of the spinal cord (21). Miszczyk et al. (16) reported analgesic effect of radiotherapy for painful vertebral hemangiomas and related this effect to the applied total dose and fraction dose.

In the present case we performed T8 total laminectomy, followed by resection of the tumor extending into the anterior spinal canal and compressing the spinal cord. Vertebroplasty was performed by entering the pedicles of T8, followed by short segment posterior stabilization and fusion. The patient was discharged on the 5th postoperative day and had no neurological deficit. We did not perform transarterial embolization or injection of absolute alcohol as we believe that vertebroplasty is as effective as these procedures. We also aimed to strengthen the vertebrae, and performed short segment posterior stabilization and fusion. We think that the approach presented here can be used to treat single-level vertebral hemangiomas.

CONCLUSION

We performed a combination of total laminectomy, removal of tumor extending into the anterior spinal canal, T8 vertebroplasty and short segment posterior stabilization and fusion in a patient with symptomatic T8 hemangioma. The result has proven to be satisfactory during long-term follow-up. We think that the approach presented here can be used to treat single-level vertebral hemangiomas.
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